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Background

Yucca Mountain, in southern Nevada, is under consideration by the U.S. Department of Energy's
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (DOE-OCRWM), Yucca Mountain Site
Characterization Office (YMSCO) as a potential site for the Nation's nuclear waste repository.
The DOE is investigating the feasibility of permanently disposing the Nation's commercial high-
level radioactive wastes (in the form of spent fuel from the over 100 electric power-generating
nuclear reactors across the U.S.) and a portion of the defense high-level radioactive wastes
(currently stored at federal facilities around the country) in the unsaturated volcanic rocks
underlying Yucca Mountain, Nevada. For convenience, the work done by the YMSCO
organization will be referred to as the Yucca Mountain Project (YMP) hereafter.

The current objective of YMP is to produce all of the analyses and documentation to support, by
the year 2002, submission of a License Application to construct a repository at the Yucca
Mountain site. An interim step in this process, as defined by the YMP Program Plan is the
completion of a Viability Assessment (VA) in 1998. A principal objective of the VA is to
address the major unresolved technical questions so that an informed judgement can be made
concerning the viability of licensing and constructing a geologic repository at the Yucca
Mountain site.

General Description of Total System Performance Assessment (TSPA)

Total system performance assessment (TSPA) is an analysis in which all significant features,
events, and processes are represented in models of appropriate levels of complexity to estimate
behavior of the system and to compare this behavior against specified performance standards. In
the case of the potential Yucca Mountain repository system, a TSPA must capture all of the
important components of both the engineered and the natural system. In addition, a TSPA must
evaluate the overall uncertainty in the prediction of waste containment and isolation, as well as
the risks caused by the uncertainty in the individual component models and corresponding
parameters.

Total system performance assessments serve at least two purposes. First the TSPA provides the
basis for predicting system behavior and testing that behavior against safety measures (in the
form of regulatory standards.) Second, the results of TSPA analyses and sensitivity studies also
provide guidance to site characterization and repository design activities in terms of prioritizing
the most important tests and selecting the most effective design options.



TSPA Components

The components of the Yucca Mountain repository system include five major elements that must
be evaluated: (1) the natural environment unperturbed by the presence of underground openings
or emplaced wastes; (2) the perturbations in the natural system caused by the construction of the
underground facilities and the emplacement of wastes; (3) the long-term degradation of the
engineered components designed to contain the radioactive wastes; (4) the release of the
radionuclides from the engineered containment system; and finally (5) the migration of these
radionuclides through the engineered and natural barriers to the biosphere and the ultimate
uptake by plants, animals and humans leading to a dose consequence. Although the processes
that operate in these five elements are interrelated, in order to more reasonably model the
complexity of the system, the following subdivisions have been developed, which will comprise
the TSPA analysis models:

• Precipitation
• Net Infiltration
• Unsaturated Zone Flow
• Mountain-Scale Thermal Hydrology
• Drift-scale Seepage
• Drift-Scale Thermal Hydrology
• Drift-Scale Thermal Chemistry
• Waste-Package Degradation
• Cladding Degradation
• Waste-Form Degradation
• Radionuclide Mobilization
• Radionuclide Transport in the Engineered Barriers
• Radionuclide Transport in the Unsaturated Zone
• Radionuclide Transport in the Saturated Zone
• Radionuclide Transport in the Biosphere
• Disruptive Events: Volcanism, Tectonism, Criticality

Discussion and Concluding Remarks

This presentation describes a roadmap of the general methodology and approach for a total
system performance assessment (TSPA) for the potential repository. The TSPA builds and
improves on the knowledge gained from all of the previous analysis efforts, and it incorporates
the most current YMP design concepts and analyses of available site and engineering data. The
ultimate goal will be to provide the most defensible model of long-term total system behavior for
Yucca Mountain in support of the viability decision.

Described in this presentation is an overview of the potential Yucca Mountain site including
major components that affect the total system performance, and trie design features of waste
disposal containers and engineered barrier system (EBS). An introductory overview of the TSPA
is followed, detailing the major natural system and EBS components and interactions among the
models of the major components in TSPA. Then, a detailed description of the overall TSPA
model architecture, based on the various forms of abstractions used for the component models,



such as spatial-domain-based abstractions, process-based abstractions, dimensionality
abstractions, and response-surface abstractions. This leads to a description of the computer code
architecture, including a delineation of how the input/output of the various will be connected.
Key outputs from a number of major TSPA process models are discussed, and example results of
the process models are presented. Then, various scoping sensitivity analysis results (uncertainty
and importance analysis) for determining the most influential system parameters are discussed.
This includes methods for displaying the results in a way that most transparently demonstrates
the key natural- and engineered-barrier parameters and features. This helps in prioritizing future
site-characterization efforts and best possible design options. The presentation highlights how an
integrated TSPA will be developed for the Viability Assessment and License Application of the
potential site, if found suitable.

In concluding the presentation, probabilistic approach has been used to address the uncertainty
and variability in the performance of the system elements of the potential repository. It has been
demonstrated that iterative TSPA is an effective tool for focusing the site characterization and
design activities on reducing key uncertainties. The TSPA sensitivity analyses have provided
also the basis for evaluating cost versus benefits for various levels of improvement in the
repository performance. Importantly, credibility of the TSPA predictions rests on the validity of
the abstracted models that have been incorporated into the TSPA model.
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Outline of Presentation

Introduction and overview of the Yucca Mountain site
Overview of waste package and EBS design
Organization of CRWMS M&O
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Schematic of Components Affecting Total System Performance
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Positive Features of the Yucca Mountain Site

The Yucca Mountain area has a very deep water table
Repository can be located in unsaturated rocks at
least 500 feet above the water table
Desert environment; low rainfall and little Infiltrates
Minerals in volcanic rock act to slow movement of
radionuciides
Remote area with very low population
Land Is already under government control
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Complicating Features of
the Yucca Mountain Site

• Relatively complex geology
• Groundwater movement in unsaturated rocks is

difficult to characterize
• Oxidizing chemical environment
• Volcanic activity within the last 2 million years
• Evidence of fault (earthquake) activity within the last 2

million years
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Spent Nuclear Fuel Disposal Containers
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Organization of CRWMS M&O
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What is TSPA?
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Total System Performance Assessment Model Hierarchy
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Models for Total System Performance Assessment
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Schematic of Natural System Components in TSPA
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Schematic of Important EBS Components
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Conceptualization of Flow Throygh the Natural and Engineered
Barrier Systems at Yucca Mountain
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TSPA Model Architecture
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Key Output from TSPA Process Models

Process Models

- uz, sz

Near-field environment

Waste form degradation

Radionuclide mobilization

Model Output

Seepage, humidity, temperature vs. time

pH, Eh, CO3

distribution

% cladding failure, waste form alteration,
and dissolution rate

Solubility, diffusive and advective flux

Unsaturated zone hydrology Percolation/seepage fSux, flow paths
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Example Results of Uosaturated Zone Thermohydrology Model

Temperature at 1000 yrs

d Saturation at 1000 yrs

Key Outputs

Abstraction for drift-scale model

- Relative humidity

- Seepage $yx

lux

Design Features Evaluated

* Drift spacing

« Waste package spacing

DE55
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Example Results of Drift-Scale Thermohydlrology Model

83 MTU/acre, No Backfill, 6.2 mm/yr Infiltration

10 100 1000 10000 100000

Time (years)
83 MTU/acre, No Backfill, 6.2 mm/yr Infiltration

10 100 1000
Time (years)

10000 100000

Key Outputs
• Relative humidity (RH) vs. time at

waste-package surface

• Temperature (T) vs. time at waste-
package surface

m Seepage flux (qMep) vs. time and
position at WP surface

*B Liquid saturation (Sa) vs. time within

m impact of alternative

- Drill spacing
- Waste package spacing
- Backfill
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Example Results of Waste-Package Degradation Model
First-Pit Penetration Curve
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Key Outputs
^ First pit breakthrough time, i.e., time

to initial breach of WF
m Fit growth curve, i.e., distribution of

Design Features Evaluated

m
m Alternative waste package materials

® Ceramic coating on waste package
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Example Results of Waste-Form Degradation Model
Spent Fuel Dissolution vs Temperature and [CO3JT
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Key Outputs
m % failed cladding

^ Waste form surface in contact

it Alteration and dissolution rate of
waste form

- SUF dissolution rate as a function of T

- OHLW dissolution rate as a function of T
and pH

Design Features Evaluated
m Alternate waste forms
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Example Results of EBS Transport Model
Diffusion CoeMcieot vs VoL Water Content
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Key Output

» Diffusive flux
- Diffusion coefficient as a function of

volumetric water content in invert

- Seepage flux vs. time in invert

m Solute vs. colloidal transport

Design Features Evaluated

- Water retention characteristics

m Alternative drip shields
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Example Results of Utisaty rated-Zone Flow Model
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Key Outputs

m IViajor flow paths from repository
to water table

- Fracture flux
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Site Features Evaluated

m Variability In infiltration and
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Example Results of Utisaturated-Zosie Transport Mode!
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Results of Saturated-Zone Flow and Transport Mode!
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Key Outputs
« Travel time through saturated zone
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TSPA Scoping Sensitivity Analyses
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e Results of Scoping TSPA Sensitivity Analyses
100,000-yr Total Dose History for AIS Pathways

20km Boundary; Avg. FIux=6 mmlyr

Base Case (BC)
BC+90% cladding Credit
BC+90% Cladding Credit+Ceramic Coating U[5K-15Kyrs]

— , - BC+90% Cladding Credk+Ceramic Coating U[5K-I5&yrs]+Drip Shield
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Time (years)
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Example Results of Scoping TSPA Sensitivity Analyses
Key Isotopes Contributing to Dose History for All Pathways

Base Case; 20km Boundary; Avg. Ffux=6 mm/yr
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Time (years)
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Example Results of Scoping TSPA Sensitivity Analyses
100,000-yr Total Dose History for ASI Pathways

30km Boundary; Avg. F!ux=6 mmiyr
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BC+90% CJad Credit+Ceramic Coating U[5K-15Kyrs]+Drip Shield
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Approaches to Address Key Uncertainties
TSPA

Utilize representative ranges of alternative models
Establish validity by comparison to
- In situ observations

If direct observations unavailable, elicit reasonable
ranges from recognized experts
Conduct sensitivity analyses to evaluate
consequences of alternative models
Utilize external reviews to identify additional areas
needing attention
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Development of Integrated TSPA

Site
• UZ Flow
• UZ Transport
• SZ Flow & Transport
• Thermal Hydrology
• Near-Field Environment
• Disruptive Processes
Engineering
• WF Degradation
• WF Mobilization
• WP Degradation
Environmental
• Biosphere

NRC/ACNW
NWTRB
TSPA Peer Review

Surface Based Testing
Insitu Tests
Laboratory Tests
- Materials
- Waste form
- Geoscience

Natural Analogs

Process Model
Abstraction

TSPA-VA
Analyses

TSPA-VA
Documentation

UZFlow
WP Degradation
SZ Flow & Transport
Thermal Hydrology
WF Dissolution
Volcanic Hazard
Seismic Hazard

Update
TSPA for LA

Process Models
Science and
Engineering
Data
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Concluding Remarks

Probabilistic approach will address uncertainty and
variability in system elements
Iterative TSPA is an effective tool for focusing site and
design activities on reducing key uncertainties
TSPA sensitivities provide basis for evaluating cost
vs. benefit for various levels of improvement in

Credibility of TSPA predictions rests on validity of
abstracted models
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